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Welcome to Hamburg!

Dear everyone, welcome to Hamburg! Did you know that Hamburg actually has more 
bridges than Venice? Have you ever tried a "Franzbrötchen"? Dipped your toes into 
the Elbe? In order to make your stay here as nice as possible we collected a few local 
recommendations for you...

Getting around the city…

The easiest way to explore Hamburg is by bus or 
train. The best way to find the right connection is 
to use the hvv app. You can buy tickets directly 
online or at the ticket machine next to any train 
stop. For all activities in the city area A/B is the 
right fare. 

Special recommendation: With a hvv day ticket 
you can also use the ferry and experience 
Hamburg and its harbor from the waterside. 

Cultur & Sightseeing

Elbphilharmonie Hamburg newest 
landmark with a free viewing 
platform

St. Nikolai Impressive memorial and 
exhibition on the bombing of 
Hamburg in 1943 

Gängeviertel Historic working-class 
district, perfect for a little discovery 
stroll 

Kunsthalle Hamburg Famous art 
museum

MARKK Museum of culture and art 
of the world

MKG Museum for arts and crafts

Thalia Theater One of Hamburg's 
most renowned theaters.
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Food & Drinks

Mit Herz und Zucker Lovely Café, strong coffee and 
handmade croissants.

In guter Gesellschaft Cute kind of alternative café 
with a very tempting breakfast menu

Kaalia restraurant, close-by with the best food in 
town, experimental but down-to-earth, truly unique

Blanco Coffee One of these thirdwave spots for 
coffee gourmets

Cristal Portuguese café with divine Pasteis de Nata, 
a stone's throw from the waterfront

Café Gnosa Very welcoming, queer café also offering 
delicious cakes 

Pony Bar Students No1 address for affordable drinks 
and a vibrant athmosphere

Zum Silbersack Typical Hamburg vibes and nice 
drinks

Central Congress Bar Cool drinks, cool atmosphere, 
close to the main station

Opitz One of the best German restaurants in 
Hamburg

Quan do Vietnamese restaurant, close to the main 
station

Otto’s Burger Great burgers, even without meat, in 
three different locations in Hamburg

Vegan House Extraordinary Asian tapas, 100% vegan

Hindukusch Very good Afghan restaurant with 
reasonable prices, close to the university

AuthenTikka Indian delicacies in generous portions 
and the best mango lassi in town

Further useful links…

Hamburg Tourism https://www.hamburg-travel.com/

Free Walking Tour https://hamburgfreetour.com/

Hamburg mit Vergnügen https://hamburg.mitvergnuegen.com/

https://www.hamburg-travel.com/
https://hamburgfreetour.com/
https://hamburg.mitvergnuegen.com/

